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Abstract
Epileptic seizure activity shows complicated dy-
namics in both space and time. To understand
the evolution and propagation of seizures spa-
tially extended sets of data need to be analysed.
We have previously described an efficient filter-
ing scheme using variational Laplace that can be
used in the Dynamic Causal Modelling (DCM)
framework (Friston et al., 2003) to estimate the
temporal dynamics of seizures recorded using ei-
ther invasive or non-invasive electrical record-
ings (EEG/ECoG). Spatiotemporal dynamics are
modelled using a partial differential equation –
in contrast to the ordinary differential equation
used in our previous work on temporal estimation
of seizure dynamics (Cooray et al., 2016). We
provide the requisite theoretical background for
the method and test the ensuing scheme on simu-
lated seizure activity data and empirical invasive
ECoG data. The method provides a framework
to assimilate the spatial and temporal dynamics
of seizure activity, an aspect of great physiologi-
cal and clinical importance.
1. Introduction
Epilepsy is a chronic disorder characterised by heteroge-
neous and dynamic pathophysiological processes that lead
to an altered balance between excitatory and inhibitory in-
fluences at the cortical level. Electrocorticography (ECoG)
recordings use a grid of electrodes to cover a cortical area
of clinical importance. This methodology allows for a sam-
pling of epileptic seizure activity. Quantitative analysis of
the temporal aspect of cortical activity using neural mass
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(mean-field) models was introduced by Wilson and Cowan
(Jansen & Rit, 1995; Wilson & Cowan, 1972; 1973). Vari-
ation in the parameters of neural mass models have subse-
quently been used to model seizure activity, and inferences
about these changes can be made using Bayesian statistics;
including stochastic filtering or genetic algorithms (Blenk-
insop et al., 2012; Freestone et al., 2014; Nevado-Holgado
et al., 2012; Schiff & Sauer, 2008; Ullah & Schiff, 2010;
Wendling et al., 2005; Sengupta et al., 2015a;b). The in-
herent assumptions of neural mass models preclude an in
depth analysis of spatiotemporal dynamics, however, other
neuronal models, such as neural field models, have explic-
itly included the spatial aspects of neuronal activity (Moran
et al., 2013; Pinotsis et al., 2012; Schiff & Sauer, 2008).
The comparatively high computational complexity of these
models makes inference under such models very difficult.
Several studies have suggested that during seizures there
are changes in intra- and extracellular factors such as
electrolytes, metabolites and neurotransmitters. Mediated
through the local interaction between glial and neuronal
cells many of these factors will change the intrinsic dy-
namics of the cortex (Fro¨hlich et al., 2010; Ullah & Schiff,
2010; Wei et al., 2014). We argue that a simplified spa-
tiotemporal field can model the temporal and spatial be-
haviour of seizure activity. To contain model complex-
ity and allow inference, we decouple fast temporal activ-
ity from slower spatiotemporal fluctuations. This adia-
batic assumption respects the biology based on the diffu-
sion or transport of extracellular or intracellular factors as
described above and their interaction with the synaptic con-
nectivity of cortical neurons, which are assumed to produce
fast temporal activity.
The model is formulated within the Dynamic Causal Mod-
elling (DCM) framework (Friston et al., 2003) – a model
comparison and averaging framework for Bayesian infer-
ence of hierarchical yet dynamical generative models. This
paper introduces a novel application of dynamic causal
modelling based upon a hierarchical DCM, with first (fast)
level spectral activity and second (slow) level spatial dy-
namics.
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2. Methods
To construct an invertible generative model, we partition
our model into hidden states/parameters that are not explic-
itly (conditionally) dependent on spatial location (x, θi, θe)
and parameters that depend on spatial location (θsp). Fur-
thermore, we assume that the temporal fluctuations of the
spatially dependent subset will be several orders slower
than the temporal dynamics of the hidden states/parameters
that are conditionally independent of spatial location. Pa-
rameters not governed by spatial dynamics are sampled
from a Gaussian distribution. For reasons of numerical
efficiency, we introduce the simplifying assumption that
transport of electrolytes through the extracellular medium
or through glial cells is via passive diffusion.
At this point we appeal to the assumption that the dynam-
ics of the neuronal activity (x) compared to the spatially
varying parameters (θsp) are at least several orders of mag-
nitude faster. This allows us to estimate neuronal activity
as the steady state activity of a neural mass governing x.
We can then formulate the expected spectrum of the neu-
ronal activity as a function of the parameters (θi, θsp, θe).
This approach has been adopted in a similar setting (Cooray
et al., 2016; Moran et al., 2011).
Our model of the spectra measured during discrete time in-
tervals from the local field potentials is given by the follow-
ing measurement model and a partial differential equation
(Eq. 1):
yk = H (θi (tk) , θsp (tk) , θe) + rk
dθsp
dt
= O2θsp + q (t) (1)
In the following equations, sampling error rk ∼ N (0, Rk)
is sampled from a Gaussian distribution and q (t) is defined
as a white noise process (Eq. 2). The diffusion equation
is infinite dimensional, making it difficult to solve analyti-
cally and numerically. However, we approximate the par-
tial differential equation using a finite set of eigenfunctions,
φi (x), and eigenvalues, λi. This results in the following set
of equations (Sa¨rkka¨ et al., 2012; Solin et al., 2012):
yk = H (θi (x, tk) , θsp (x, tk) , θe (x, tk)) + rk
θsp (t) ≈
∑
ci (tk)φi (x) e
−λi(t−tk)
ci (tk) = ci (tk−1) e−λi(tk−tk−1) + qi (tk−1) (2)
In this equation qi (tk) ∼ N (0, Qi,k) is sampled from a
Gaussian distribution. A similar idea has previously been
presented in DCM of distributed electromagnetic responses
where the cortical activity was parameterised using a set
Figure 1. Left pane: Simulated fluctuation in parameter. Right
pane: Results of inversion of simulated data (not shown).
of local standing-waves of neural field models (Daunizeau
et al., 2009).
The data generated by this model comprised of windowed
spectral data yk,ij from the ith row and the jth column of
any electrode array used to measure the electrographic ac-
tivity sampled at time tk. We estimate the parameters of
our model in each time window using variational Laplace
(MacKay, 2002). The values in the next time window are
predicted using Eq. 2, given the previous values. We can
then estimate an approximate solution to the above stochas-
tic model using Bayesian belief updating as has been previ-
ously described (Cooray et al., 2016). For technical details
please refer to Section A-D.
3. Results
We simulated ECoG data with two-dimensional spatial dy-
namics: giving an excellent fit to the spectral activity (ex-
plained variation > 0.99; Figure 1). Furthermore, the in-
ferred fluctuations of the excitatory parameter were nearly
identical to the simulated dynamics.
We also estimated a spatially dependent excitatory gain
parameter for epileptic seizure activity using recordings
from two patients with focal cortical dysplasia and refrac-
tory epilepsy (Figure 2). Subdural recordings were made
from a 32-contact and a 20-contact platinum array (Ad-
Tech) placed over the lesion. We used two seizures free of
artefacts from each data set for modelling the averaged in-
duced spectral activity. The model also estimated parame-
ters (without spatiotemporal dynamics) of intrinsic connec-
tivity within the cortical column that were sampled from a
white noise process. We allowed this random variation dur-
ing Bayesian belief updating to accommodate unmodelled
changes during the seizure activity. There was a good fit
between the data and the predicted activity (explained vari-
ation > 0.85).
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Figure 2. Estimated cortical excitability at different time points
Spatial dynamics controlling cortical excitability were in-
ferred from the data, enabling parameters (excitatory gain)
to be estimated at each point within the cortical grid over
time. The parameter increased to a maximum towards the
end of the seizure (a) and then quickly dissipates during
termination of the seizure (b) (Figure 2).
4. Discussion
We present a framework for analysing spatiotemporal dy-
namics, in our specific case such a dynamics emerges from
epileptic seizure activity. We extended an inference scheme
previously described for inference of the temporal structure
of seizure activity (Cooray et al., 2016; Cooray et al., 2017)
– we achieved this objective using a field model to incor-
porate spatial dynamics. Including spatial processes allow
us to model the epileptic spread of seizure activity, which
is one of the key physiological processes underlying a fo-
cal seizure. A deeper understanding of the spatial spread of
focal seizures over the cortex could be used for curtailing
the spread of a seizure; limiting its effect on the patient by
either surgical or other procedures such as direct or induced
electrical currents delivered by e.g. transcranial magnetic
stimulation or deep brain stimulation (Engel, 1993; Roten-
berg et al., 2008).
The current framework for the analysis of seizure activity
assumes that the spatial dynamics can be estimated using
a finite set of eigenfunctions of the underlying partial dif-
ferential equation (modelling the spatial dynamics). This
assumption is only valid for relatively simple spatiotempo-
ral dynamics (partial differential equations with analytical
solutions) on simple representations of the cortical surface
(such as a plane or spherical surface) (Evans, 2010). If any
of these assumptions are violated, as in the case of realistic
geometries obtained using MRI or more realistic descrip-
tions of the spatiotemporal dynamics, the forward model
would require re-formulation using numerical approxima-
tions. One way forward is by reformulating our scheme
under a finite element framework using the approach de-
scribed in Sengupta & Friston (2017); although this re-
quires extensive computational expenditure. The real value
of this work, therefore, lies in the potential to fit the pa-
rameters of spatiotemporal dynamics of generative models
to individual patients. This should allow us to understand
individual differences that would not only guide epilepto-
genic resections but also be used for prediction of epilepsy
surgery outcomes.
In conclusion, we present a straightforward way of extend-
ing an established Bayesian belief update/filtering scheme
to include the spatial spread of seizure activity. This re-
quires several (plausible) assumptions regarding the be-
haviour of cortical columns, the geometry of the cortex
and a separation of time scales of fast neuronal activity and
slower fluctuations in cortical gain. We suggest that these
assumptions have some experimental evidence but that the
method can be modified if these assumptions are shown to
be invalid or too inaccurate in the future. In particular, by
comparing spatiotemporal models of different complexity
(e.g. diffusion models versus complex reaction-diffusion
models with threshold dynamics), using their model evi-
dence, the above framework could be used to address im-
portant questions about how seizure activity spreads in pa-
tients.
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Appendices
A. Canonical mean-field equations
The cortical columns described in this note were modelled using a neural mass (mean-field) model generating electro-
graphic seizure activity. The canonical cortical microcircuit (CMC) is comprised of four subpopulations of neurons cor-
responding to superficial and deep pyramidal, excitatory, and inhibitory cells (Moran et al., 2013). These cell populations
are connected using ten inhibitory and excitatory connections. Afferent connections drive the excitatory granular cells and
efferent connections derive from the superficial pyramidal cells. The equations governing the four mean-fields are given
by,
x¨e +
2x˙e
Te
+
xe
T 2e
= − g1s (xe)− g3s (xi)− g2s (xsp)
x¨i +
2x˙i
Ti
+
xi
T 2i
= θspg5s (xe) + θspg6s (xdp)− g4s (xi)
x¨sp +
2x˙sp
Tsp
+
xsp
T 2sp
= θspg8s (xe)− g7s (xsp)
x¨dp +
2x˙dp
Tdp
+
xdp
T 2dp
= − g10s (xdp)− g9s (xi)
(3)
θsp is the parameter with spatiotemporal dynamics. Parameter g7 was sampled from a Gaussian distribution during
Bayesian filtering. All other parameters were kept constant during the inversion.
B. Solution of parameter field equations
The spatio-temporal (on a single spatial dimension) parameter is modelled as a heat equation with time dependent boundary
conditions,
u (x, t) : parameter with spatiotemporal variation
α : diffusion coefficient
φ1/0 (t) : boundary condition (time dependent)
f (x) : initial condition
L : length of one dimensional domain over which u varies
ω (x) : time independent particular solution
v (x, t) : homogenous solution to diffusion equation
S (x, t) : auxillary variable
ut = α
2uxx
u (0, t) = φ0, u (L, t) = φ1
u (x, 0) = f (x)
ω = φ0 +
x
L
(φ1 − φ0)
u = ω + v
ut = ωt + vt = α
2vxx
vt = α
2vxx − ωt
v (0, t) = v (L, t) = 0
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v (x, 0) = f (x)− ω (x, 0)
S (x, t) = − ω˙ (4)
The solution to the diffusion equation is separated into time and space dependent functions; i.e., by using separation of
variables. The full solution can then be written as an infinite series of eigenfunctions (space dependent functions), to-
gether with their time-dependent variation. The eigenfunctions of the diffusion equation satisfy an equivalent ordinary
differential equation. For the one-dimensional diffusion equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions (zero along bound-
aries), the eigenfunctions can be written as sine functions. For the two-dimensional case with rotational symmetry, a linear
combination of first and second order Bessel functions are used,
λn : eigenvalue of ordinary differential equation
Sn (t) : coefficient of the eigenfunction sinλnx in the eigenfunction expansion of the auxiliary variable S (x, t)
vn (t) : coefficient of the eigenfunction sinλnx in the eigenfunction expansion of v (x, t)
cn : coefficient of the eigenfunction sinλnx in the eigenfunction expansion of the initial condition of v (x, t) , i.e., v (x, 0)
S (x, t) =
∞∑
n=1
Sn (t) sinλnx
Sn (t) = − 2
L
∫ L
0
dω
dt
sinλnxdx
λn =
npi
L
v (x, t) =
∞∑
n=1
vn (t) sinλnx
v (x, 0) =
∞∑
n=1
cnsinλnx
cn =
2
L
∫ L
0
(f (x)− ω (x, 0)) sinλnxdx
u (x, t) = ω (x, t) +
∞∑
n=1
(∫ t
0
Sn (t) exp
(
α2λ2nτ
)
dτ + cn
)
exp
(−α2λ2nt) sinλnx
(5)
C. Bayesian belief updating
The following equations operationalize the Bayesian belief updating of the parameters as data is inverted sequentially
across the windowed data, yi, see (Cooray et al., 2016; Cooray et al., 2017) for more details. The priors on the n eigen-
function coefficients of parameter θsp in each window is given by,
µi : posterior mean vector of θsp in the ith window i.e., (c1, c2, . . . , cn)i
λ : eigenvalues, i.e. (λ1, λ2, . . . , λn)
∆ : time interval between windows
Qi : posterior covariance matrix of θsp in the ith window
R : volatility covariance matrix of θsp
p (θsp|yi, . . . , y1) = prior probability density of θsp in the i+1th window
p (θsp|yi, . . . , y1) = N
(
µie
−λ∆, Qi +R
)
(6)
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Using a variational Bayes formulation, we update this prior probability distribution using the data in window i+ 1.
D. Parameterizations of field models
Neural field
u (x, t) : neural field representing activity of a population of neurons at location x at time t
w (y) : the strength of connections between neurons separated by a distance y
f (u) : firing rate function,
ut (x, t) = −u+
∫ ∞
−∞
w (y) f (u (x− y, t)) dy
(7)
Parameter field
Note that the spatial variation of the neural field is due to the time independent variable w. As this term is convolved
over space with the firing rate it becomes difficult to separate the spatial and the temporal dynamics. In the case of the
parameter field it is possible to have a slowly diffusing parameter (diffusion rate dependent on α) that interacts as though
it is constant with respect to the dynamics of the faster neural mean fields (rate dependent on k).
u (x, t) : neural field representing activity of a population of neurons at location x at time t
f (u) : firing rate function
θ (x, t) : parameter field
k : rate coefficient of neural mass
α : diffusion coefficient
utt (x, t)− 2kut (x, t)− k2u (x, t) = f (u (x, t) , θ (x, t))
θt = α
2θxx
(8)
